RAINDROPS
Storyboard

Story (Timestamps)
ACT 1
0:00 Two unmotivated guys go outside into a forest

1:53 Individually, they search for the money trying to beat the other to it

ACT 2

ACT 3

0:56 They meet each other and ﬁnd a bag

2:03 They work together to ﬁnd it

1:07 Opening the bag, they ﬁnd money inside

2:14 Giving up, they exit the forest as it begins
to rain

1:25 Luka runs away with the bag as Cj chases after
1:45 They lose the bag

2:25 CJ shares his umbrella with Luka

Story (Structure)
ACT 1

ACT 2

ACT 3
They decide to
work together.
They search for it
individually.

They lose the bag.

Luka runs away with the
money. Cj chases after.

Failing to ﬁnd the money,
they exit the forest as it
starts to rain.

Cj shares his umbrella
with Luka.

They ﬁnd the bag of money

Luka and Cj go outside.
0:00

2:54

Props
Cj’s Umbrella
● Used for the resolution to
bring the characters
together
● In downfall of rain at the end
of the ﬁlm, Cj shares his
umbrella with Luka as a
gesture of newfound
friendship and forgiveness
Bag of money
● The MacGufﬁn the characters
ﬁght over.
● Will be made using a bag, pen
and fake money.

A crew member has an
umbrella to use for the ﬁlm.

Props

Luka’s Phone
● Used for Luka’s introduction scene
● Displays his alarm to motivate him to go
outside

Cj’s Laptop
● Used for Cj’s introduction scene
● Displays an inspirational message to
motivate him to go outside

INT. LUKA’S BEDROOM

WIDE SHOT - ZOOM IN - Luka lies face
down in bed as sunlight illuminates his
room. Clothes scattered on the ﬂoor.

Storyboard

EXTREME CLOSE UP - PAN DOWN as he reaches
for his phone while it vibrates. Earphones are
tangled on the ground.
PAN UP - The screen lights up the ﬂoor as the
phone lifts up.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - His face presents
fatigue as he reads the screen before
jumping out of bed.

WIDE SHOT - In the centre between two
walls, he struggles to put his pants on. One
leg is in as he pulls the other up before
falling over - We cut before the impact for
comedic effect.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - PEDESTAL UP The phone displays the time: 8:45AM. His
alarm to get up at 8:00AM.

INT. LUKA’S LIVING ROOM

Storyboard

MEDIUM SHOT - Dirty plates and cutlery
lies on the table.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - SHALLOW DEPTH
OF FIELD - Luca wipes milk off his mouth.

He pours milk into a bowl then goes to
pour in cereal - But there’s none left.

He walks away from the camera to the
door - RACK FOCUS to reveal...

MEDIUM SHOT - He passes the umbrella
and heads outside.
Sunlight casts highlights on the umbrella to
foreshadow its importance later.

WIDE SHOT - Luka walks towards the
door, leaving the umbrella. Boxes surround
the walls.

INT. CJ’S STUDIO (PART 1)

Storyboard

OVERHEAD SHOT - CJ leans on his seat,
staring at the ceiling. He looks forward and
turns to his desk. Instruments on both
sides. Scattered papers and pens and a
laptop on his desk.

MEDIUM SHOT - TRUCK RIGHT Keyboard in foreground, CJ and desk in
middleground, drums in background.
CJ writes music on paper.

CLOSE UP - A waste paper bin ﬁlls up with
scrunched up paper balls. On the fourth
ball, the bin tips over.

CLOSE UP - The bin tips over on the fourth
ball.

Edited/cut on the beat (0:31).

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - He scrunches up the
paper into a ball, expressing frustration.
Paper and pens scattered on his desk.

INT. CJ’S STUDIO (PART 2) / INT. CJ’S LIVING ROOM (LAST 2 PANELS)

EXTREME CLOSE UP - MOVE UP - A pen
running low on ink. He’s been working on a
project for a long time. MOVE UP into..

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - (CONTINUE) MOVE
UP - CJ, resting on his desk, looks up at his
laptop.

MEDIUM SHOT - (CONTINUE) TRUCK
LEFT - CJ looks at the door.
An umbrella leans against the wall.

MEDIUM SHOT - He heads outside with
the umbrella.

Storyboard

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - Pens act as leading lines
pointing to the laptop screen,
The screen reads “NOT INSPIRED? GO
OUTSIDE.”
CJ looks to the left as the camera TRUCKS
LEFT. to transition to the next shot.

EXT. PARK / SIDE OF SUBURBS / FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

EXTREME LONG SHOT - TRUCK RIGHT Luka jogs along a forest of trees, moving to
the right.

EXTREME LONG SHOT - TRUCK LEFT CJ walks across a street - moving from
suburb side to park side. The sides of the
road act as leading lines pointing to him.

MEDIUM SHOT - TRUCK RIGHT - Luka
jogs forward, moving to the right of the
frame.

CLOSE UP - Luka trips on a rock.

MEDIUM SHOT - TRUCK RIGHT and
STOP as Luka falls down.

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - He hits
the ground.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

CLOSE UP - PEDESTAL UP - DOLLY
BACKWARDS - We see the umbrella Cj
brought on his walk, and pan up as he walks
to the left.

MEDIUM SHOT - He turns his head and
looks down to see Luka.

Storyboard

TIGHT MEDIUM SHOT - (CONTINUE)
PEDESTAL UP - Moving attention from the
umbrella to Cj.

MEDIUM SHOT - Cj, oblivious to Luka who
has fallen down in front of him.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

WIDE SHOT - Luka, still fallen over. Cj,
staring at the man on the ground.

Storyboard

WIDE SHOT - PEDESTAL DOWN - We
move down to reveal a large bag of money
a small distance from them.
RACK FOCUS to the money.

WIDE SHOT (of the two) / CLOSE UP (of
the money) - The money divides the frame.
Conﬂict brews as RACK FOCUS back to
the two.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

EXTREME CLOSE UP - Luka’s eyes, staring
at the money.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - His attention
quickly shifts to the opponent in front of
him.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - His gaze turns to
Luka.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - He squints like
Clint Eastwood in a Western ﬁlm.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - Cj’s eyes, too
staring at the money.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL (ALTERNATE STORYBOARD)

Storyboard

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - Luka
hastily crawls towards the money directed to the bottom right of the frame.

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - We move
around him as he crawls to accentuate
movement.

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - He
crawls, now towards the top right corner of
the frame - symbolising upwards progress
to the money.

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - Cj’s legs
dash towards the money - aiming towards
the bottom left of the frame.

MEDIUM SHOT - We PEDESTAL DOWN
to a LOW ANGLE, giving a sense of
superiority to Cj as he beats Luka to the
money.

MEDIUM SHOT - LOW ANGLE - Cj moves
in the direction of the top left of the frame.
He’s about to reach the money.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL (ALTERNATE STORYBOARD)

LONG SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - The two
rush towards the money. Luka crawls, while
Cj runs.
LEADING LINES: Cj’s umbrella and Luka’s
left arm pointing to the bag.

Storyboard

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

LONG SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - Luka gets up
as they walk towards the bag.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - HIGH ANGLE PEDESTAL UP - The backs of the two are in
the foreground as the focus leads towards
the bag of money. They stare at it.

CLOSE UP - Luka grabs hold of the string.
Edited to the beat (1:14).

CLOSE UP - He opens the bag.

MEDIUM SHOT - Luka picks up the bag.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

BIRD’S EYE VIEW - A lot of money in the
bag.

Storyboard

LOW ANGLE - PAN UP from previous shot
- Luka and Cj look in the bag.

LOW ANGLE - continue PAN UP slowly They look at each other.

LONG SHOT - As Cj continues to scan,
Luka looks over at him as he begins to
move away with the bag.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - With Cj’s back
turned, Luka walks away in the
background.

PAN UP...

LONG SHOT - The two look around to see
if anyone is nearby and watching.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

EXTREME LONG SHOT - Cj turns around.
Luka disappeared - with the money.

MEDIUM SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - DOLLY
BACKWARDS - We see Luka’s legs as he
runs towards the camera - carrying the
bag.

CLOSE UP - DOLLY BACKWARDS - LOW
ANGLE - PAN UP from previous shot - Luka
runs forwards. An anxious expression
shouts from his face.

WIDE SHOT - Luka runs closer then past
the camera to the right of the frame carrying the money.

WIDE SHOT - PAN RIGHT - He exits out of
frame.

WIDE SHOT - PAN LEFT - Cj chases after
him, charging with his umbrella like a joust.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL / LAKE / NEAR WIDE TREE

WIDE SHOT - HIGH ANGLE Cj chases Luka.
LEADING LINES: Sides of the trail and Cj’s
umbrella.

EXTREME LONG SHOT Cj chases Luka.

WIDE SHOT - Luka looks behind him as he
heads towards a tree...

WIDE SHOT - …And runs into it.

Storyboard

LEADING LINES: Cj’s umbrella.

WIDE SHOT - He quickly recovers and
runs around it as Cj gets closer.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

WIDE SHOT - CJ winds up to throw his
umbrella.

WIDE SHOT - He throws the umbrella.

MEDIUM SHOT - Luka is hit with the
umbrella and starts to fall over.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - Luka lets go of the
bag of money as he falls.

CLOSE UP - Cj watches the bag ﬂy into the
air.

CLOSE UP - Cj trips on a rock like Luka did
earlier.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL

CLOSE UP - Cj falls over, leaving the frame.

Storyboard

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - They both fall
over. The bag is nowhere to be seen. The
umbrella lies next to Luka.

CLOSE UP - The bag falls down
somewhere.
May be cut to leave its location unknown.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - PAN LEFT - Luka
gets up and rubs his eyes.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - PAN LEFT from
previous shot - Cj gets up and rubs his eyes.

EXT. FOREST

Storyboard

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - They’re both up.
They look at each other...

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Then look into
the woods.

WIDE SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - Luka
watches as Cj jumps into the forest.

WIDE SHOT - HIGH ANGLE - Luka follows
suit.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - HIGH ANGLE - Cj
searches through bushes.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - HIGH ANGLE - Luka
searches through bushes.

EXT. FOREST

Storyboard

EXTREME LONG SHOT - Quick cuts edited
to the beat (2:00) - Luka and Cj searching
around various areas in the frame.

EXTREME LONG SHOT - They get closer
throughout this short montage.

EXTREME LONG SHOT - They’re almost
next to each other. Close proximity
symbolising them working together in the
next scene.

EXTREME LONG SHOT - They lie on the
ground. For humour and to show they’re
exhausted.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP - They walk towards
each other into frame. Looking at each
other, then turning around.

EXTREME LONG SHOT - Far away, we see
how small they are compared to the forest.

EXT. FOREST

CLOSE UP - PEDESTAL UP - Luka’s legs,
bending. He’s carrying something..

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Luka helps Cj
search for the money from a higher height.

Storyboard

CLOSE UP - PEDESTAL UP - Cj’s legs are
being held up by Luka’s arms.

CLOSE UP - PEDESTAL UP - Luka carries
Cj on his shoulders.

EXT. OUTSIDE FOREST TRAIL

Storyboard

LONG SHOT - HIGH ANGLE Disappointed, they walk out from the
forest. Separating once again after exiting
from the same point.

LONG SHOT - Large distance between
them as they look away.

LOW ANGLE - Rain begins to pour from
the sky.

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Cj holds his
umbrella. Luka sits down.

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Cj opens his
umbrella and turns to Luka.

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Cj walks over to
Luka and shares his umbrella.

